
The Challenge
When Conn’s had a surge in customer demand, they needed to ramp up 
their customer service headcount. Previously, they overspent on job 
sites in an attempt to boost their sourcing efforts. Sites like Indeed were 
not delivering the volume they required nor were they delivering quality 
candidates.



Conn’s also faced another challenge: ensuring candidates that scheduled 
an interview actually attended. 



The inability to increase candidate volume coupled with a high no-show 
interview rate meant the Conn’s team were unable to fill their open 
positions in a timely manner. This limited their ability to grow and service 
their customers.

The Solution
Conn’s partnered with Frontier to maximize the number of interviews 
their team was fielding so they could quickly meet their hiring goals for 
WFH CSRs in a way that kept up with their business.



Thanks to Frontier’s sourcing platform, Conn’s had over 100 interviews 
booked with qualified candidates in only 3 days, with a 63% 
attendance rate in one week. Conn’s was only charged for those who 
attended, saving them considerable budget.



Conn’s was able to hire 14 candidates, meeting 100% of their hiring 
goal.
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